
Wasteline directcommercial.co.uk

Frequently asked questions:

Who is the insurer?
Great Lakes Insurance SE Plc – Rated AA –  
(Very Strong) by S&P and A+(superior) by A.M.Best

Does the Wasteline cover all types of  
Hazardous Goods carriage?
Yes, apart from certain Radioactive goods.  
Generally Isotopes are acceptable. 

Does the policy only cover the Waste industry?
We are not occupation specific. If the client wants or  
needs the cover provided by the Wasteline policy  
wording then we would usually be able to quote.  
Haulage Contractors are a target trade

Is Wasteline only available to Hazardous  
Goods Carriers?
No we can quote Wasteline on request, but keep in  
mind our standard policy wording can  
accommodate risks deriving up to 20% of their turn 
over from Haz carriage (as long as it is not athe  
principal activity of a single vehicle, in that scenario  
it has to be Wasteline)

Can it be a mixed fleet or does it have to be only  
ADR licenced vehicles?
Yes, it can be a mixed fleet, not all vehicles need to  
be ADR licenced. We can cover Tankers, Tippers,  
Skip lorries and the like.

Can Special Types be covered?
Yes but Third Party Only on special types.

Are Third Party working risks covered?
No.

Does the policy include clean up cover if there  
is a spillage?
Yes, our Claims team are able to react 24/7 and our  
network partners are regulated and accredited  
to deal with all forms of fuel/chemical spillage  
& lost loads.

Does Wasteline provide cover whilst a vehicle  
is being used as a tool of trade?
No but we can consider including damage being  
caused to the insured vehicle for an additional  
premium.

Are there driving restrictions?
Generally we offer ANY licenced driver but each case  
will be quoted at the underwriters’ discretion based  
on its merits.

Can airside cover be included?
Generally no, we do not offer any airside cover. In  
certain circumstances we may be able to offer  
limited AD cover only, subject to referral and then at  
the underwriters’ discretion.

Can you apply the Treble 20 Agreement to the  
Wasteline product?
Yes, the Treble 20, 3 year Premium Stability Plan can  
be applied.

Can the Camatics product be added to Wasteline?
Yes.

T: 0207 621 8470
Sixth Floor, 37-39 Lime Street, London, EC3M 7AY

A specialist policy wording from DCL for clients who are involved in the carriage of 
hazardous goods, even up to 100% of their turnover.

Specialist Insurance for Waste & Hazardous Goods Carriers


